Hsu, Fu-Chun and Sheryl S. Smith. Progesterone withdrawal reduces paired-pulse inhibition in rat hippocampus: dependence on GABA A receptor ␣4 subunit upregulation. J Neurophysiol 89: 186 -198, 2003; 10.1152/jn.00195.2002 . Withdrawal from the endogenous steroid progesterone (P) after chronic administration increases anxiety and seizure susceptibility via declining levels of its potent GABA-modulatory metabolite 3␣-OH-5␣-pregnan-20-one (3␣,5␣-THP). This 3␣,5␣-THP withdrawal also results in a decreased decay time constant for GABA-gated current assessed using whole cell patch-clamp techniques on pyramidal cells acutely dissociated from CA1 hippocampus. The purpose of this study was to test the hypothesis that the decreases in total integrated GABA-gated current observed at the level of the isolated pyramidal cell would be manifested as a reduced GABA inhibition at the circuit level following hormone withdrawal. Toward this end, adult, female rats were administered P via subcutaneous capsule for 3 wk using a multiple withdrawal paradigm. We then evaluated paired-pulse inhibition (PPI) of pyramidal neurons in CA1 hippocampus using extracellular recording techniques in hippocampal slices from rats 24 h after removal of the capsule (P withdrawal, P Wd). The population spike (PS) was recorded at the stratum pyramidale following homosynaptic orthodromic stimulation in the nearby stratum radiatum. The threshold for eliciting a response was decreased after P Wd, and the mean PS amplitude was significantly increased compared with control values at this time. Paired pulses with 10-ms inter-pulse intervals were then applied across an intensity range from 2 to 20 times threshold. Evaluation of paired-pulse responses showed a significant 40 -50% reduction in PPI for PS recorded in the hippocampal CA1 region after P Wd, suggesting an increase in circuit excitability. At this time, enhancement of PPI by the benzodiazepine lorazepam (LZM; 10 M) was prevented, while pentobarbital (10 M) potentiation of PPI was comparable to control levels of response. These data are consistent with upregulation of the ␣4 subunit of the GABA A receptor (GABAR) as we have previously shown. Moreover, the reduced PPI caused by P Wd was prevented by suppression of GABAR ␣4-subunit expression following intraventricular administration of specific antisense oligonucleotides (1 g/h for 72 h). These results demonstrating a reduction in PPI following P Wd suggest that GABAergic-mediated recurrent or feed-forward inhibition occurring at the circuit level were decreased following P Wd in female rats, an effect at least partially attributable to alterations in the GABAR subunit gene expression.
I N T R O D U C T I O N
The GABA A receptor (GABAR) mediates the majority of fast (1-100 ms) synaptic inhibition in the mammalian brain. This receptor is a member of a ligand-gated ion-channel superfamily that includes nicotinic and 5-HT 3 receptors (Hevers and Luddens 1998). Structurally and pharmacologically GABARs are characterized as chloride ion channel-associated receptors composed of heteropentameric subunits (Hevers and Luddens 1998; Macdonald and Olsen 1994) . Many distinct subunit subtypes (␣1Ϫ␣6, ␤1Ϫ␤4, ␥1Ϫ␥3, ␦, ⑀, , 1Ϫ3, and ) have been identified (reviewed by Barnard et al. 1998) , which can be assembled into GABAR isoforms with distinct pharmacological and physiological properties. These properties include unique conductance states, kinetics of decay, time course of desensitization, and responses to modulators, such as benzodiazepines (BDZs) and barbiturates (Benke et al. 1997; Bianchi et al. 2001; Fisher and Macdonald 1997; Gingrich et al. 1995; Lavoie et al. 1997; Wafford et al. 1996; Wisden et al. 1991) . In pyramidal cells of the rat CA1 hippocampus, the predominant GABAR subtypes expressed are ␣1␤1/3␥2 and ␣2␤1/3␥2, which are sensitive to modulation by BDZs and barbiturates, with moderate expression of ␣3-and ␣5-containing GABARs also observed (Endo and Olsen 1993; Nusser et al. 1996; Wisden et al. 1992) .
P is a circulating steroid of ovarian and adrenal origin that is readily converted into 3␣,5␣-THP (or allopregnanolone) peripherally or within the CNS (Bitran et al. 1993; Corpechot et al. 1993; Purdy et al. 1991) . 3␣,5␣-THP is a potent positive modulator of GABAR at physiological concentrations (10 -100 nM), where it acts in a barbiturate-like fashion to prolong the open time of the GABA-gated Cl Ϫ channel (Callachan et al. 1987; Majewska et al. 1986; Twyman and Macdonald 1992) , an effect that would enhance GABAergic inhibition at the circuit level assessed in vitro (Harrison et al. 1987; Patenaude et al. 2001) or in vivo (Smith et al. 1987a,b) . Behaviorally, this steroid acts like the BDZs and barbiturates in that it is anxiolytic (Bitran et al. 1991 (Bitran et al. , 1999 , anti-convulsant (Belelli et al. 1989; Devaud et al. 1995; Frye 1995; Wilson 1992) , sedative (Lancel et al. 1997) , and at high doses, can act as an anesthetic (Bixo and Backstrom 1990; Korneyev and Costa 1996) .
In a manner similar to other GABA-modulatory agents (File 1990; Gallager et al. 1984; Kang et al. 1996) , 3␣,5␣-THP also exhibits withdrawal properties following chronic (3 wk) administration of its parent compound, P (Costa et al. 1995; Smith et al. 1998a) . This withdrawal state is characterized by increases in anxiety, assessed using a number of animal models including the defensive burying paradigm (Gallo and Smith 1993), light:dark transition (Gallo and Smith 1993) , and the elevated plus maze (Smith et al. 1998b) , as well as increases in seizure susceptibility (Moran and Smith 1998; Reddy et al. 2001; Smith et al. 1998a) .
Our previous findings suggest that the behavioral excitability observed following withdrawal from the GABA-modulatory steroid 3␣,5␣-THP is due to a reduction in GABA-mediated inhibition, as a result, at least in part, of increased expression of ␣4-containing GABAR in the hippocampus (Concas et al. 1999; Smith et al. 1998a ). However, our prior studies have utilized a postsynaptic model to examine GABAergic function in isolated cells. In evaluating the effect of P Wd on neuronal excitability, it is necessary to also consider other factors those may affect the hippocampal excitability at the circuit level. Factors such as presynaptic release of GABA, excitatory responses to glutamate, and altered effects of endogenous modulators may exert compensatory effects on the apparent decreases in GABAergic current we have observed in isolated cells following hormone withdrawal. The present study made use of a model of hippocampal circuit excitability, the PPI paradigm, which tests the percentage change in neuronal responses to the second of paired electrical stimuli delivered 10 ms apart. The inhibition of this second response normally observed is due to GABAergic feedback by interneurons innervating the pyramidal cell layer (Karnup and Stelzer 1999; Lacaille et al. 1989; Rogers and Hunter 1992) , and has been used extensively to demonstrate increased excitability of the hippocampal circuitry following withdrawal from GABAmodulatory drugs, such as alcohol (Kang et al. 1998; Rogers and Hunter 1992) , as well as following kindling in various seizure models (Barkai et al. 1994; Fathollahi et al. 1997; Kamphuis et al. 1992; Sloviter 1987) .
The goal of this study was to examine the effects of P Wd on PPI of hippocampal pyramidal neurons in CA1 hippocampus as a general measure of hippocampal excitability to compare this parameter with other withdrawal hyperexcitability states and models of seizure activity. In addition, we evaluated the role of ␣4 GABAR subunit upregulation in mediating altered hippocampal excitability with the use of in vivo antisense oligonucleotide administration (Smith et al. 1998a ). The results from these studies will have implications for altered behavioral excitability and seizure susceptibility observed across naturally occurring fluctuations of 3␣,5␣-THP, such as reported during the premenstrual period (Blumer et al. 1998; Endicott et al. 1999; Rapkin et al. 1997; Schmidt et al. 1994) .
M E T H O D S

Subjects
Female Long-Evans rats (110 -130 g, Long Evans, Charles River) were housed in groups of three under a constant light/dark cycle (14/10 h light/dark). Food and water were available continuously in an environmentally controlled animal facility. The stage of the estrous cycle was assessed by microscopic evaluation of the vaginal lavage as described by Smith and Chapin (1996) . Animal care and use were in accordance with approved university IACUC guidelines.
Progesterone administration and withdrawal paradigm
The use of multiple cycles to test the withdrawal properties of progesterone (P) is physiologically relevant as a model for premenstrual syndrome (PMS), where multiple hormone cycles produce altered mood (Endicott et al. 1999) . A similar multiple-cycle withdrawal protocol also has been used as a model for ethanol withdrawal (Mahmoudi et al. 1997 ). Briefly, a P (Sigma, crystalline)-filled capsule of silicone tubing (1/16 ϫ 1/8 in OD, 10 mm/100 g body weight; Nalgene) was implanted subcutaneously in the lower back after induction of halothane anesthesia (3% in O 2 , 1 l/min). This paradigm leads to physiological circulating levels of P as determined by radioimmunoassay (Moran and Smith 1998) . Administration of P was undertaken for 5 days (2 days withdrawal/wk) for three weekly cycles (Fig. 1 ). Rats were tested 1 day after removal of the implant ("P withdrawal") following this 3-wk paradigm. Controls received sham implants and/or vehicle and were tested on the day of diestrus.
Antisense oligodeoxynucleotide administration
Antisense or missense oligodeoxynucleotides (18 mer) specific for the GABAR ␣4 subunit (ϩ3 relative to the ATG for initiating translation) were phosphorothioated at all positions and HPLC purified (Genosys), as described previously (Smith et al. 1998a ). The ␣4 antisense (ACCTTCTGGACAGAAACC) was used for the experimental group of animals and the ␣4 missense (ACCATCTAGACT-GAAGCC) was used as a control. Three days before P implant removal, antisense oligos were delivered via a subcutaneously implanted osmotic minipump (Alza) at a concentration of 1 g/day (vehicle, 0.35% BSA/0.15 M saline) at a rate of 1 l/h for 72 h through 29-gauge tubing attached to an implanted cannula terminating within the right lateral ventricle (Ϫ0.8 mm A-P; 1.5 LAT; 3.2 DOWN). (Correction for size: bregma-lambda distance/9 times stereotaxic coordinates). Controls received missense oligonucleotides (1 g/day) using the same procedure.
Western blot protocol
Successful downregulation of ␣4 subunit expression in hippocampus was determined with standard Western blot procedures, as described previously (Smith et al. 1998b) . To this end, hippocampal membranes were first normalized according to protein content and probed with an antibody developed against a peptide of rat ␣4 (amino FIG. 1. Progesterone withdrawal protocol. A 3-wk multiple-withdrawal paradigm (P Wd) was conducted via subcutaneous implantation of a silastic capsule containing crystalline P or an empty capsule (sham control). Animals were tested 24 h after implant removal ("withdrawal", P Wd).
acids 517-523, with an amino terminal cysteine), from a protocol originally described by Kern and Sieghart (1994) , which has been fully characterized (Smith et al. 1998a ). The ␣4 band (67 kDa) was detected with enhanced chemiluminescence visualization and quantified using a Umax scanner and One-Dscan software. The results were standardized to a GAPDH (36 kDa) control protein.
In vitro slice preparation
Animals were rapidly decapitated, and the brains were removed and cooled using an ice cold solution of artificial cerebrospinal fluid (aCSF) containing (in mM) 124 NaCl, 5 KCl, 2 CaCl 2 , 1.25 KH 2 PO 4 , 2 MgSO 4 , 26 NaHCO 3 , and 10 glucose, which was saturated with 95% O 2 -5% CO 2 and buffered to a pH of 7.4. The hippocampi were then rapidly removed and cut into 400-m coronal slices with a McIlwain-type Tissue Chopper. Hippocampal slices were held between two nylon nets in a tissue chamber on the stage of the microscope and perfused with aCSF (2 ml/min) at 34 Ϯ 0.5°C. The slices were allowed to incubate in an oxygenated chamber for at least 1 h prior to the electrophysiological recording described below.
Extracellular recording methods: PPI paradigm
Extracellular recordings in the CA1 stratum pyramidale were made with NaCl (3 M)-filled glass electrodes with a resistance of 3-7 M⍀. A bipolar electrode was positioned approximately 150 m away from the recording electrode in the stratum radiatum to maximize the activation of inhibitory inputs to the CA1 pyramidal neurons. The tip of the recording electrode was positioned at a depth of 60 -160 m from the slice surface. Square wave pulse stimuli (200 s duration) were delivered at 0.02 Hz with a range of 10 -1,000 A, depending on the threshold intensity for each slice. Field potentials were amplified (Axon Instruments), stored, and analyzed off-line by computer with pCLAMP 5.1 software (Axon Instruments). Slices with maximal field potential amplitudes Ͻ3 mV were excluded from the study. PS threshold was determined as the stimulus intensity required to result in a 0.5-mV deflection from baseline. Paired pulses were applied through the same stimulating electrode (homosynaptic stimulation) at interpulse intervals of 10 ms, after initial pilot recordings revealed maximal PPI at this inter-pulse interval (data not shown). A 10-ms interpulse interval has been used previously to investigate inhibition mediated by postsynaptic GABAR (Davies et al. 1990 ). PSs were routinely evoked with a range of stimulus intensities ranging from threshold to maximal response. Three to six paired responses were obtained at each intensity with a 50-s interval between every paired stimulation, and a 1-to 2-min interval between the sampling at each intensity.
Drug application
GABA modulatory drugs, such as the benzodiazepine lorazepam (LZM, 10 M) and the barbiturate pentobarbital (10 M), were bath applied in the slice chamber to test the pharmacology of the PPI response in different experimental groups. These doses were selected because they result in robust GABA-modulatory effects of hippocampal CA1 pyramidal cells recorded from control rats at room temperature (Smith et al. 1998a ). To reach equilibrium, the compounds were applied more than 10 min before recording. All compounds were obtained from Sigma Chemical.
Data analysis
For this PPI paradigm, PS amplitude (Fig. 2, A and B) and area were measured and compared between the second (test) and the first (conditioning) PS responses using Origin software (Microcal). For comparison, the data obtained from three to six responses were averaged to minimize the variability between slices and each sampling of PS. In addition, the threshold for eliciting a PS, as well as the excitatory postsynaptic potential (EPSP) slope (Fig. 2 , C and D) and half-width ( Fig. 2 , E and F) of the PS were evaluated across the range of stimulus intensities tested. The paired-pulse response was defined as the second evoked response of the indicated parameter (e.g., amplitude of PS) expressed as a percentage decrease of the first evoked response and is described by the following equation
Cond. PS amplitude
Comparisons between slices from control and P Wd animals were analyzed using the Student's t-test (2 groups). One-way ANOVA with repeated measures and Student-Newman-Keuls post hoc procedures were used to assess the differences when more than two groups were compared. Significance was determined when P Ͻ 0.05. Numerical and graphed data (Sigmaplot, Jandel Scientific) were presented as mean Ϯ SE.
R E S U L T S
PS threshold
An initial measure of neuronal excitability is the threshold stimulus for eliciting a PS. Following P Wd, the PS-evoked threshold was significantly reduced (P Ͻ 0.001) compared with control values (Fig. 3) . The minimum stimulus intensity to evoke a PS in hippocampal slices from rats undergoing P Wd was 22.9 Ϯ 2.17 A (n ϭ 48) versus 39.7 Ϯ 2.57 A in the control (n ϭ 66), a 42.3% decrease. (For this and the following figures, data are represented as mean Ϯ SE.)
PS amplitude
The mean amplitude of the PS in response to the initial (conditioning) stimulus, assessed 1 day after P Wd, was increased significantly above control values ( Fig. 4 ; *P Ͻ 0.05). At this time, the PS amplitude was twofold higher than control FIG. 2. Schematic diagram of population spike analysis. The population spike (PS) parameters analyzed included the following: 1) PS amplitude (mV; A and B), 2) excitatory postsynaptic potential (EPSP) slope (mV/ms; C and D), and 3) PS half-width (ms; E and F), as indicated. In some cases, the PS area was also determined for P Wd and control groups across a range of stimulus intensities (2-20T).
at the lowest stimulation intensity (2T, 8.99 Ϯ 1.56 mV, P Wd vs. 4.68 Ϯ 0.53 mV, control, P Ͻ 0.05) and increased by 47.7% (P Ͻ 0.05) at the highest stimulation intensity (20T) following P Wd (13.50 Ϯ 1.73 mV) compared with control responses (9.14 Ϯ 1.07 mV).
PS half-width
In addition to increasing the relative and absolute amplitudes of the test and conditioning PS, P Wd also resulted in a marked widening of the PS, especially evident in the test PS (Fig. 5B ) where values for PS half-width are 25-35% greater than control across the range of stimulus intensities tested. To a lesser extent, the half-width of the conditioning PS was increased by 10 -20% at increasing stimulus intensities following P Wd compared with control (Fig. 5A) . PPI Under control conditions, the population response to the second (test) of two paired stimuli (PS test ) delivered 10 ms apart is routinely of smaller amplitude than the response to the initial (conditioning) stimulus (PS cond ), an effect referred to as PPI (Davies et al. 1990 ). The degree of this inhibition was significantly decreased (40 -60%; *P Ͻ 0.01 and **P Ͻ 0.001) after P Wd (Fig. 6, A and B) compared with control. For this and the following figures, PPI is expressed as a percentage change in the peak amplitude for the second PS response versus the initial response: [(PS cond amplitude Ϫ PS test amplitude)/PS cond amplitude] ϫ 100%. At a stimulus intensity of five times threshold (5T), PPI was 24.78 Ϯ 6.13% following P Wd, a 61.98% decrease in this parameter compared with control (65.18 Ϯ 8.28%). This result is consistent with the hypothesis that increased neuronal excitability is observed after P Wd (Smith et al. 1998a ).
Pharmacology of PPI
In control slices, PPI was strongly potentiated (PPI Ͼ 70%) following bath application of either the benzodiazepine LZM (10 M, Figs. 7 and 9A) or the barbiturate pentobarbital (10 FIG. 3. Threshold for evoking a PS is reduced after progesterone withdrawal. For this and the following studies, hippocampal slices were prepared to investigate hippocampal excitability following progesterone withdrawal (P Wd, see Fig. 1 ). Threshold for eliciting a PS was significantly reduced (**P Ͻ 0.001) following removal of the P implant (P Wd): 39.7 Ϯ 2.57 (SE) A (n ϭ 66) and 22.9 Ϯ 2.17 A (n ϭ 48) were the minimum intensities to evoke a PS in control and P Wd slices, respectively. FIG. 4. PS amplitude is increased after P Wd. For this and the following figures, data were normalized with the minimal intensity (Threshold, "T") to evoke the lowest amplitude PS. PS amplitude in response to the conditioning pulse increases as a function of stimulus intensity up to a plateau phase. A significant (*P Ͻ 0.05) increase in PS amplitude was observed following P Wd both at the lowest and the highest stimulus intensities (2T: 8.99 Ϯ 1.56 mV; 20T: 13.50 Ϯ 1.73 mV) compared with those of controls (2T: 4.68 Ϯ 0.53 mV; 20T: 9.14 Ϯ 1.07 mV). n ϭ 12-13 slices/group. FIG . 5. PS half-width is increased following P Wd. Both the conditioning (1st) PS (A) and test (2nd) PS (B) half-width values were increased following P withdrawal (P Wd) compared with control across the range of stimulus intensities tested. *P Ͻ 0.05, **P Ͻ 0.01, ***P Ͻ 0.001, and n ϭ 12-13 slices/group. Figs. 8 and 9A ). In both cases, the test PS was almost totally inhibited (PPI Ͼ 95%) at a range of stimulus intensities (2-4T) following administration of these drugs (6 of 7 slices in each drug treatment group). At a 3T intensity stimulation, the degree of PPI was 97.13 Ϯ 0.99% and 92.94 Ϯ 5.40% following application of pentobarbital or LZM, respectively. In both cases, these values were significantly greater (P Ͻ 0.05) than control predrug PPI values (75.40 Ϯ 6.76%) by 25-30%. These results are consistent with the role of these compounds as positive modulators of the GABAR.
M,
PPI pharmacology-P Wd
The robust potentiation of hippocampal PPI observed following administration of LZM under control conditions was completely prevented following P Wd. At a 5T stimulus intensity, bath application of 10 M LZM did not significantly increase PPI above predrug values (10.34 Ϯ 4.67% vs. 24.78 Ϯ 6.13%, respectively, Figs. 7 and 9B). In contrast, pentobarbital (10 M) was able to significantly (*P Ͻ 0.05 and **P Ͻ 0.001) potentiate PPI after P Wd (Figs. 8 and 9B ) at this time. At a 4T stimulus intensity, pentobarbital increased the degree of PPI twofold above predrug values (58.06 Ϯ 4.68%, P Wd ϩ Pento vs. 26.83 Ϯ 6.86%, P Wd without Pento). This degree of PPI potentiation represents an increase of 116.40%, a four-to fivefold greater potentiation than observed under control conditions (Fig. 9A) .
Although PPI and PS amplitude were unaltered by LZM following P Wd, consistent with upregulation of the ␣4 subunit observed at this time, the half-width of the conditioning PS (as well as the test PS; data not shown) was significantly increased (by 13-20%) by LZM at stimulus intensities Ͼ7.5T (Fig. 9C) . In contrast, pentobarbital did not alter the PS half-width, suggesting a specific effect of the withdrawal conditions on this parameter. FIG. 6. Paired-pulse inhibition (PPI) is decreased following P Wd. For this and the following figures, paired stimuli were applied through the same stimulating electrode (homosynaptic stimulation) at a 10-ms inter-pulse interval. A: representative traces from paired-pulse recordings of hippocampal slice activity from control and P Wd animals. B: PS response to the 2nd stimulus expressed as a percentage decrease of the initial (conditioning) stimulus: [(PS cond Ϫ PS test )/PS cond ] ϫ 100%, is graphed as a function of the stimulus intensity. The data indicate that the degree of PPI was markedly decreased after P Wd (* P Ͻ 0.01, **P Ͻ 0.001; n ϭ 12 slices/group).
FIG. 7. P Wd reduces the ability of the benzodiazepine lorazepam (LZM) to potentiate PPI in CA1 hippocampus. Representative traces indicate that LZM loses its ability to potentiate PPI (bottom right) following P Wd compared with its effect on control slices (top right). In control slices, PPI was strongly potentiated (PPI Ͼ 70%) by bath application of LZM (10 M) as noted by the significant decrease in the PS response to the 2nd (test) stimulus compared with the response to the 1st (conditioning) stimulus. In contrast, LZM produced no significant effect on the amplitude of the 2nd (test) pulse following P Wd (bottom right).
FIG. 8. PPI is significantly potentiated by pentobarbital in CA1 hippocampus following P Wd. These representative traces demonstrate that pentobarbital (Pento) was still effective in potentiating PPI (bottom right) in slices from animals undergoing P Wd (Ͼ60% with 5T intensity) similar to control (top right, Ͼ90% with 5T intensity).
Administration of ␣4-subunit antisense oligonucleotides
Based on our previous findings (Smith et al. 1998a ) that suggest that withdrawal from P upregulates the ␣4 subunit of the GABAR, we tested the possibility that increases in ␣4-containing GABAR contribute to the observed decrease in the degree of PPI following P Wd. To this end, antisense oligonucleotides specific for the GABAR ␣4 subunit were administered intraventricularly for the final 72 h of the P Wd paradigm. This treatment successfully prevented increased expression of the ␣4 subunit normally observed following P Wd in six of seven rats tested (Fig. 10) .
Antisense-induced suppression of expression of ␣4 subunit levels prevented the reduction in PPI normally observed following hormone withdrawal across a range of stimulus intensities (3-10T, Fig. 11B ), suggesting that upregulation of GABAR containing this subunit reduces inhibition in CA1 hippocampal circuits. Under reduced levels of ␣4 subunit expression, P Wd resulted in an average PPI of 61.95 Ϯ 5.97% at a 5T stimulus intensity (Fig. 11, A and B) , similar to the original control value of PPI (65.18 Ϯ 8.28%, see Fig. 6B ). In contrast, missense treatment failed to prevent the reduction in PPI normally observed following P Wd compared with control (20 -30% PPI). At higher stimulus intensities (12.5-20T), however, antisense treatment either failed to alter PPI (12.5-15T) or produced more modest changes in PPI (30 -40%) compared with changes observed at the lower stimulus intensities (60 -80%), suggesting an effect dependent on the level of stimulation.
In addition to measures of amplitude, the PS area gives a more accurate representation of the excitatory response (Kang et al. 1998) , in that it incorporates both the spike amplitude as FIG. 9. Pharmacology of PPI: summary data. A: population data demonstrating the percentage PPI plotted as a function of stimulus intensity (ϫT) reveal significant effects (*P Ͻ 0.05) for both pentobarbital and LZM in enhancing PPI in control slices. B: in contrast, only pentobarbital, but not LZM, was effective in potentiating PPI in slices from P Wd animals (*P Ͻ 0.05, **P Ͻ 0.001). C: conditioning PS half-width was increased by LZM, but not pentobarbital administration, following P withdrawal (P Wd) at stimulus intensities from 7.5 to 20T. (*P Ͻ 0.05, **P Ͻ 0.01; n ϭ 6 -12 slices/group). FIG. 10. Administration of ␣4-antisense oligonucleotide into the lateral ventricle prevents upregulation of the GABAR ␣4 subunit normally observed following P Wd. Western Blot analysis of ␣4-subunit levels from hippocampi of animals treated with ␣4-subunit antisense oligonucleotides during the final 72 h of the P Wd paradigm indicates a significant reduction in ␣4-subunit levels (67 kDa) compared with the results obtained after ␣4 missense treatment to P Wd animals. In contrast, P Wd (Wd alone) resulted in marked threefold increases in ␣4 levels compared with values from sham-implanted untreated animals (Control). Results are normalized to levels of the housekeeping protein, GAPDH (36 kDa).
well as the current decay. Following P Wd, the mean PS area for conditioning and test responses, assessed at a 5T stimulus intensity, were almost identical (Fig. 11C) , such that no significant PPI would result. In contrast, under control conditions, a significant (P Ͻ 0.01) 48.59% decrease in area was observed for the test versus the conditioning PS, suggesting as robust a PPI as seen using values of PS amplitude alone. Suppression of expression of ␣4-subunit expression during P Wd restored PPI to a level not significantly different from the original control value (55.86%), while missense administration did not significantly alter the relative areas for test versus conditioning PS. Thus these data suggest that upregulation of GABAR containing the ␣4 subunit contributes to increased excitability of CA1 hippocampal circuits following P Wd.
PS amplitude-␣4 antisense treatment
Suppression of expression of the GABAR ␣4-subunit restored PS cond amplitude following P Wd to values similar to control (data not shown). In this case, the mean PS cond amplitude was 6.41 Ϯ 0.96 mV (P Wd ϩ ␣4 antisense, 5T), a value not significantly different from sham control (9.59 Ϯ 0.80 mV, P Ͼ 0.1), but markedly reduced (P Ͻ 0.01) from the value obtained after P Wd alone at a 5T intensity stimulation FIG. 11. Suppression of GABA A receptor (GABAR) ␣4-subunit expression prevents the decrease in PPI induced by P Wd. A: representative paired PS traces reveal that the reduction in PPI normally observed after P Wd is prevented by the prior intraventricular administration of GABAR ␣4 antisense oligonucleotide. In contrast, administration of GABAR ␣4 missense oligonucleotide does not prevent the decreased PPI produced by P Wd. B: averaged data for PPI across the range of stimulus intensities reveal significant increases in the PPI following antisense administration to P Wd rats (P Wd ϩ ␣4 antisense) compared with PWD and PWD ϩ ␣4 missense groups. The most significant changes were observed at lower (3-10T) ranges of stimulus intensities. C: averaged data graphically depict the changes in PS test area compared with PS cond area, across hormone state as a function of ␣4-subunit regulation. The robust decrease in PS test area normally observed under control conditions compared with PS cond area (5T stimulus) was not observed following P Wd, when these values were not significantly different. However, concomitant suppression of ␣4 GABAR subunit expression during the final 72 h of the withdrawal period (␣4-AS) produced a robust decrease in the PS test area compared with PS cond area, a measure of PPI. In contrast, ␣4 missense (␣4-MS) treatment did not alter these parameters following P Wd (*P Ͻ 0.01 vs. control PS). D: increased EPSP slope observed at 10 -20T stimulus intensities following P withdrawal (P Wd) was not prevented by prior treatment with ␣4 antisense to reduce ␣4 subunit expression. ( †P Ͻ 0.05, PWD ϩ antisense vs. control; * P Ͻ 0.05, PWD alone vs. control; # P Ͻ 0.05, PWD alone vs. PWD ϩ antisense; n ϭ 5-13 slices/group).
(12.56 Ϯ 1.76 mV). In contrast, intraventricular application of missense oligonucleotide did not prevent the increase in conditioning PS amplitude following P Wd. However, the reduction in threshold for producing the conditioning PS following P Wd was unaltered by antisense or missense treatment (data not shown), suggesting a mechanism not dependent on ␣4 upregulation.
EPSP slope-␣4 antisense treatment
In addition to altering the PS amplitude and PPI, P Wd also produced a significant increase in the slope of the EPSP (by 12-60%) at stimulus intensities of 10T and greater (Fig. 11D) . In this case, administration of ␣4 antisense to suppress expression of the ␣4 subunit failed to correct this change, suggesting that this parameter is not due to upregulation of GABAR containing the ␣4 subunit.
LZM modulation-␣4 antisense treatment
Because ␣4-containing GABARs are insensitive to modulation by BDZs such as LZM, we tested the hypothesis that suppression of ␣4 expression with antisense administration would restore BDZ sensitivity of hippocampal responses to afferent stimulation following P Wd. To this end, conditioning and test PS amplitudes were evaluated following bath application of 10M LZM in slices from antisense or missense treated animals following P Wd. While LZM treatment reduced conditioning PS amplitudes only by 5% in control slices (from 9.59 Ϯ 0.80 to 9.13 Ϯ 0.76 mV, 5T, data not shown), this compound produced a 65% decrease in PS amplitude (from 6.41 Ϯ 0.96 to 2.25 Ϯ 0.26 mV, 5T, P Ͻ 0.05) after antisense treatment in the P Wd animals, but had no effect in slices from P Wd animals treated with missense oligonucleotide, suggesting that antisense treatment increases BDZ sensitivity above control levels. Further, the test PS was undetectable (Ͻ0.5 mV) at a 5T stimulus intensities after antisense treatment compared with PS amplitudes of 7.93 Ϯ 1.41 mV after missense treatment, again suggesting that antisense treatment increases pyramidal cell sensitivity to LZM-induced inhibition to levels greater than observed under control conditions.
High-intensity stimulation-␣4 antisense treatment
In addition to the above effects, suppression of ␣4 expression during P Wd restored the decrease in PS cond amplitude normally observed under control conditions at high (17.5-20T) stimulation intensities (Fig. 12) . After normalizing the PS cond amplitude as a percentage of the maximum value, decreases in PS amplitude were observed by 10T and became significant by 17.5-20T stimulation intensities under control conditions (*P Ͻ 0.05). This decrease in amplitude may be the result of recruitment of feed-forward inhibitory pathways or the desensitization of excitatory responses at high levels of stimulation (Karnup and Stelzer 1999) . This reduction in PS amplitude at high-intensity stimulation was completely prevented following hormone withdrawal, when the relative PS amplitude continued to increase as a function of stimulation intensity. Antisense, but not missense, oligonucleotide administration restored the decrease in PS amplitude normally observed at high-intensity stimulations seen in control slices (Fig. 12 , *P Ͻ 0.05). It became evident at a lower stimulation intensity (7.5T) and became significant at a lower stimulation intensity (15T) than observed under control conditions. These data suggest that increases in ␣4-containing GABARs produced by P Wd may also alter feed-forward GABAergic pathways to produce changes in hippocampal excitability.
D I S C U S S I O N
The results from this study suggest that PPI, one measure of circuit excitability, is significantly attenuated in CA1 hippocampus following withdrawal from the endogenous steroid P. The decrease in PPI would be indicative of an increase in hippocampal excitability, an effect consistent with the increase in seizure susceptibility Bayon 1998, 1999; Moran and Smith 1998; Reddy et al. 2001; Smith et al. 1998a ) and anxiety (Gallo and Smith 1993; Smith et al. 1998b ) observed during the hormone withdrawal period. Further, the alterations in this circuit property normally observed after P Wd were prevented by suppression of expression of the GABAR ␣4 subunit. These results suggest that the upregulation of ␣4-containing GABARs we have shown to result from hormone withdrawal (Smith et al. 1998a ) produce a decreased level of inhibitory control of pyramidal cell excitability.
PPI and neuronal excitability
The PPI paradigm measures the attenuated response of hippocampal pyramidal cells to the second (test) of paired stimuli delivered 10 ms apart. As such, it is a homeostatic process primarily reflecting the degree of inhibitory tone within the hippocampal circuitry (Davies et al. 1990 ). In fact, PPI has been used as a model paradigm to assess hippocampal circuit excitability in different seizure models that employ electrical kindling (Kamphuis et al. 1992; Sloviter 1987; Zhao and Leung 1991) as well as chemical kindling (Barkai et al. 1994; Bragin et al. 2002; Corda et al. 1990; Fathollahi et al. 1997; FIG. 12. The decrease in PS amplitude produced by high-intensity stimulation is prevented following P Wd. The conditioning PS amplitude is expressed as a percentage of the maximum PS for each slice in all groups (ordinate) and is plotted as a function of stimulus intensity (abscissa, from 2 to 20T). Under control conditions, the maximum value for PS amplitude peaks at a 10T stimulus intensity and then declines at higher stimulus intensities (17.5-20T, P Ͻ 0.05) perhaps as a result of feed-forward inhibition. This attenuation in PS amplitude at high stimulus intensities was not observed following P Wd except under conditions where ␣4 subunit expression was suppressed with antisense treatment (␣4-AS). Missense treatment (␣4-MS) did not alter this input-output relationship following P Wd (n ϭ 5, MS, n ϭ 6, AS, n ϭ 12, P Wd, n ϭ 13, Control; *P Ͻ 0.05). Psarropoulou et al. 1994) . The PPI paradigm has also been used to evaluate hippocampal excitability after GABA withdrawal (Garcia-Ugalde et al. 1992), ethanol withdrawal (Kang et al. 1996; Rogers and Hunter 1992) , and chronic BDZ administration (Xie and Tietz 1991) . In the majority of these studies, the PPI in CA1 hippocampus is reduced, indicating in many cases impairment of recurrent inhibition (Denslow et al. 2001; Doherty and Dingledine 2001; Kamphuis et al. 1992; Kang et al. 1996; Kapur et al. 1989; Rogers and Hunter 1992) , although in some kindling paradigms, increased synaptic GABAR density is reported ) and PPI of dentate gyrus granule cells is robust (Bragin et al. 2002) . Thus the decrease in PPI observed following P Wd in the present study compares well with most of these other known states of behavioral excitability. Although multiple factors influence PPI outcome, potentiation of postsynaptic GABAR has been suggested as a mechanism by a number of studies, demonstrating modifiability of PPI amplitude with GABA-modulatory drugs, such as anesthetics (Albertson et al. 1992) and BDZs (Higashima et al. 1998) , consistent with the results from the present study.
PPI in CA1 hippocampus-circuit properties
Inhibitory pathways contributing to PPI in hippocampal slice have been well characterized and can involve both feed-forward and feed-back inhibitory circuits (Karnup and Stelzer 1999; Rogers and Hunter 1992; Turner 1990 ) with transmission via both GABA A and GABA B receptors. However, in the present study, the use of a 10-ms inter-pulse interval is selective for GABA A -versus GABA B -mediated events, because the latter exhibits a longer latency onset of response following an excitatory stimulus and is optimally observed with inter-pulse intervals of 200 ms (Davies et al. 1990; Karlsson and Olpe 1989; Williams et al. 1994; Zeng and Tietz 1997) .
Feed-forward inhibition and PPI
Feed-forward inhibition is the result of activity from interneurons in the lacunosum-moleculare (L-M), with peak inhibitory postsynaptic potentials (IPSPs) that coincide with the rising phase of the pyramidal cell EPSP, or from interneurons in the alveus-oriens (A-O), with peak IPSPs that coincide with the decay phase of the pyramidal cell EPSP (Karnup and Stelzer 1999) . In this way it is believed that the feed-forward interneuron system can directly regulate excitability of the pyramidal cell, even for the response to a single stimulus. Thus dendritic inhibition by L-M interneurons is mediated by GABAR-mediated inhibitory postsynaptic currents (IPSCs) (Bertrand and Lacaille 2001) . A second mechanism of GABAergic control of pyramidal cell excitability is through increases in GABA-gated conductance (gGABA), which are shorter latency events than either the GABAergic IPSC or IPSP (Karnup and Stelzer 1999) . This increase in conductance, which precedes membrane hyperpolarization, would also serve to limit excitability of the pyramidal cell by acting as a resistive shunt for input current (Karnup and Stelzer 1999) .
Both of these mechanisms may have been attenuated under conditions of P Wd, when increases in the amplitude of the PS response to the conditioning pulse were seen in conjunction with a significantly lower threshold for activation of this shortlatency response to the first stimulus compared with control slices. The fact that the increase in PS amplitude following P Wd was prevented by ␣4 antisense administration suggests that upregulation of GABAR containing this subunit mediates changes in feed-forward inhibitory pathways. Further, the decrease in PS amplitude seen at very high stimulation intensities under control conditions is most probably also an effect of feed-forward inhibition. This decline in PS amplitude at highintensity stimulation was prevented also as a result of ␣4 GABAR subunit upregulation following P Wd and reversed with antisense suppression of ␣4 expression, suggesting that ␣4-containing GABARs regulate the inhibitory efficacy of this feed-forward inhibitory pathway.
However, the excitatory amino acid receptor population may also play a role in mediating the effects of P Wd because ␣4 antisense administration did not prevent the increase in EPSP slope produced by P Wd, nor did it prevent the lowered threshold for PS activation, thus implicating the glutamatergic system in addition to the GABAergic system. Furthermore, the PPI observed at high stimulus intensities (Ͼ12T) was also not altered by antisense treatment, implicating other non-␣4 mechanisms.
Recurrent inhibition and PPI
The temporal properties of recurrent inhibition, mediated via pyramidal cell activation of adjacent interneurons, have also been characterized and are most relevant as a mechanism explaining the observed differences in the degree of PPI across experimental groups. Stimulation of the Schaeffer collateral pathway elicits an action potential in the pyramidal cells with latencies in the range of approximately 2-5 ms in our stimulation preparation. This pyramidal cell then activates interneurons, such as bistratified cells, with a latency of 6.3 ms (Karnup and Stelzer 1999) . Across a range of stimulation intensities, the resulting recurrent IPSP assessed in the pyramidal cell would then occur from 6 -28 ms following its response to the first stimulus (Karnup and Stelzer 1999) . This time course fits well with the 10-ms inter-pulse interval used in the PPI paradigm for the current study, which demonstrated a reduced PS amplitude in response to the test pulse. That GABAR activation mediated via this recurrent inhibitory pathway is responsible for this reduction in PS amplitude is further suggested by its modifiability by GABA-modulatory drugs such as BDZs, anesthetics, and picrotoxin (Albertson et al. 1992; Higashima et al. 1998) .
Presynaptic versus postsynaptic GABAR mechanisms after withdrawal from other GABA-modulatory drugs
Presynaptic GABAergic mechanisms cannot be ruled out, however, as mediating factors producing the decrease in PPI observed following hormone withdrawal in the present study. Decreased presynaptic GABAergic function in the hippocampus may contribute to BDZ withdrawal hyperexcitability, as demonstrated by decreases in the sIPSC frequency after chronic BDZ exposure (Zeng and Tietz 1999) . Furthermore, presynaptic mechanisms have also been invoked as mediating factors to explain paired pulse depression in unitary inhibitory synapses, i.e., a reduction in quantal content due to transmitter depletion following the initial response (Kraushaar and Jonas 2000; Lambert and Wilson 1994; Waldeck et al. 2000; Wilcox and Dichter 1994) .
However, postsynaptic GABAR mechanisms have also been shown to play a role in mediating BDZ withdrawal hyperexcitability (Zeng and Tietz 1999) , as several groups have demonstrated reduced quantal size (Lambert and Wilson 1994; Wilcox and Dichter 1994) of GABAergic synapses assessed by 7 days following BDZ withdrawal, as well as "silent synapses" (Poisbeau et al. 1997) . These data suggest that a decrease in the total number of GABARs present at postsynaptic sites is a result of chronic exposure to this GABA-modulatory compound.
␣4 Subunit and CNS excitability
In this study, upregulation of ␣4-containing GABARs is implicated as a mechanism for the decrease in PPI observed following P Wd for two reasons. First, antisense-induced suppression of ␣4 upregulation prevented the decrease in PPI observed following P Wd. Second, pharmacological alterations in the PPI response following P Wd were characteristic of ␣4-containing GABARs (Wafford et al. 1996; Wisden et al. 1991) in that they were insensitive to BDZ modulation, an effect reversed by antisense treatment, but responsive to barbiturate modulation, as we have previously demonstrated in isolated cells (Smith et al. 1998a) . Thus these findings suggest that the decrease in PPI we observe following P Wd is due to a reduction in GABAergic recurrent inhibition of pyramidal cell activity directly as a result of altered subunit composition.
␣4 subunit upregulation is associated with CNS excitability, as suggested by studies demonstrating increased levels of this subunit following kindling paradigms (Clark 1998; Kapur 2000) or in seizure states (Brooks-Kayal et al. 1998 ) and drug-induced tremor (Frostholm et al. 2000) . ␣4 subunit upregulation also accompanies the behavioral excitability associated with chronic treatment and withdrawal from ethanol (Mahmoudi et al. 1997) or BDZs (Follesa et al. 2001; Holt et al. 1996) . Recent studies (Maric et al. 1999) suggest that ␣4-containing GABAR channels display shorter mean open times compared with ␣2-containing GABARs, and our preliminary data (Hsu et al. 1999) suggest that, following neuroactive steroid exposure, a subpopulation of synaptic GABARs pharmacologically characterized as ␣4-containing decay more quickly than BDZ-responsive synaptic currents. Conversely, states that decrease expression of the ␣4 subunit are characterized by increases in GABAR-mediated Cl Ϫ flux (Papadeas et al. 2001 ). In contrast, recent studies (Juttner et al. 2001 ) have correlated prolonged IPSC decays with increased PPI.
␣4 GABAR subunit localization
The specific subcellular localization of GABAR mediating this change in PPI cannot be determined by the present study. Recent neuroanatomical studies have reported that GABAR containing ␣1 or ␣2 subunits are specifically localized subsynaptically on either the soma and proximal dendrites or the axon-initiating segment, respectively, of hippocampal pyramidal cells (Nusser et al. 1996) . However, ␣4-containing GABARs have not yet been localized to synaptic or extrasynaptic sites, although our recent studies suggest that at least a population of these receptors is subsynaptic (Hsu et al. 1999 ).
In addition, the tetrodotoxin-resistant mIPSCs recorded following P Wd are reduced in amplitude (Hsu et al. 1999) , suggesting a reduced GABAR number postsynaptically. This effect would decrease inhibition and is consistent with the reduction in PPI we observed in the present study following P Wd.
Extrasynaptic GABAR
We have recently reported that P Wd results in increased expression of ␣ 4 ␤␦ GABAR (Sundstrom-Poromaa et al. 2002) , a receptor isoform thought to be extrasynaptic ). An extrasynaptic site of action for ␣4-containing GABARs would alter the degree of tonic inhibition following increased activity of GABAergic afferents to the cell when "transmitter spillover" has been reported to occur (Isaacson et al. 1993) , and extrasynaptic GABAR populations would have access to ligand. Extrasynaptic GABAR may act as a resistive shunt to limit excitability of the neuron, as demonstrated recently in dentate gyrus (Nusser and Mody 2002) and cerebellum (Brickley et al. 2001) , as well as under recent theoretical analysis (Holmes and Levy 1997) . Under these conditions, replacement of the ambient extrasynaptic GABAR population in CA1 hippocampus by ␣4-containing GABAR would result in current with faster decay kinetics, thus decreasing the "total charge transfer" following P Wd, an outcome that would decrease inhibitory input and thereby decrease PPI. A faster decay for these GABAergic currents would also impact on the duration of excitatory responses, which are prolonged following P Wd, as evidenced by the increased half-width of the PS. Prolongation of the half-width by LZM following P Wd, which seems paradoxical, may be due to disinhibition of pyramidal cell excitability via an effect on the interneuron population.
In fact, inhibition mediated by the extrasynaptic GABAR population may also be evidenced during activation of feedforward inhibitory pathways. This would be most likely to occur at high stimulus intensities (Ͼ10T), which would favor spillover and were associated with a progessive decline in conditioning PS amplitude in control hippocampus. This phenomenon was only observed following P Wd (Ͼ7.5T) when ␣4-containing GABARs were downregulated by antisense treatment, again suggesting that ␣4-containing GABAR result in less inhibition than non-␣4 containing receptors.
Behavioral correlations
The increased behavioral excitability observed following P Wd was evidenced both as increased seizure susceptibility (Moran and Smith 1998; Reddy et al. 2001; Smith et al. 1998a) and increased anxiety (Gallo and Smith 1993; Smith et al. 1998b) , two outcomes that can be generated by alterations in excitability of the hippocampal circuitry as observed in the present study. Specifically, the CA1 hippocampus has been shown to be the major source of ictal-like activity (Namba et al. 1991; Taylor 1988) , while the CA2-CA3 region may display interictal-like activity (Colom and Saggau 1994) . In addition, alterations in the excitability of the dorsal hippocampus produced by local infusion of GABA-modulatory drugs have been shown to influence anxiety state (Bitran et al. 1999 (Bitran et al. , 2000 Menard and Treit 2001) .
Clinical correlations
Altered excitability associated with hormonal states has been reported across the menstrual cycle, specifically related to epilepsy (i.e., catamenial epilepsy) (Backstrom 1976; Herzog and Friedman 2001; Herzog et al. 1997; Reddy et al. 2001 ) and mood (PMS) (Backstrom and Carstensen 1974; Endicott et al. 1999; Rapkin et al. 1997; Schmidt et al. 1994 Schmidt et al. , 1998 , in many cases during the late luteal phase when P levels have declined. Recent studies have suggested that CNS excitability is also altered by ovarian hormones in women (Blumer et al. 1998; Smith et al. 1999 ). In one study, which used a paradigm analogous to the PPI paradigm described here (paired transcranial stimulation), the level of inhibition was positively correlated with the progesterone level (Smith et al. 1999) . Overall, the clinical literature suggests that both CNS excitability and mood can fluctuate across naturally occurring changes in circulating neuroactive steroids.
C O N C L U S I O N S
This study demonstrated increased hippocampal excitability following P Wd using a model that is routinely used to demonstrate excitability of this circuit in other withdrawal and kindling paradigms. The results suggest that PPI is significantly attenuated following withdrawal from P, predominantly as a result of an increase in ␣4-containing GABARs in CA1 hippocampus. This increase in excitability of a limbic circuit may be relevant for alterations in mood and seizure susceptibility, which have been reported in women across the menstrual cycle.
